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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of vertical accuracy
of a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) on the occurrence of topographic depressions.
Stochastic depression modeling of a medium-resolution lidar DEM for a low-relief
study area was carried out using Monte Carlo simulation of a range of Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) values for vertical error. Depth and size of observed depressions were compared to the stochastic modeling results in order to separate artificial
from real depressions. Small and shallow depressions were more likely to be artificial
than large and deep depressions, but the use of single threshold values for surface area,
mean depth, or maximum depth to distinguish artificial from real depressions results
in many incorrect classifications, and further empirical field validation is required.
Stochastic error modeling of DEMs was effective in determining the reliability of
a complex unconstrained terrain derivative such as the occurrence of topographic
depressions. However, stochastic approaches do not properly account for large systematic errors common in lidar DEMs. As lidar data become more widely used and
the accuracy expectations for terrain derivatives increase as a result, a more rigorous
characterization and/or removal of these systematic errors will become necessary.

INTRODUCTION
What Are Depressions?
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are widely used in hydrological analysis. Most
DEMs contain numerous topographic depressions, which are defined as areas without an outlet. They are also referred to as sinks or pits. Topographic depressions are
represented by an area of one or more contiguous cells that is lower than all of its
neighboring cells. Determining hydrologically relevant terrain attributes typically
requires the removal of these depressions. The DEM needs to be made “hydrologically
correct”—i.e., water running over the surface must continue to flow downstream. A
proper understanding of the occurrence of depressions is necessary to understand how
their presence affects the processing of a DEM for hydrological analysis.
Recent research using high-resolution lidar–derived DEMs has shown that highresolution DEMs have a very large number of (mostly small) depressions because of
1
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greater surface roughness and finer resolutions (MacMillan et al., 2003; Zandbergen,
2006). Despite the availability of interpolation techniques such as ANUDEM
(Hutchinson, 1989) that effectively reduce the presence of depressions, most DEMs
available today and those currently being created using lidar and related technologies
contain numerous topographic depressions. Depression removal will therefore remain
a necessary step in the use of DEMs for hydrological analysis.
Topographic depressions can be artificial or real. Artificial depressions are introduced primarily because of errors in the input data, interpolation effects during the
creation of the DEM, truncation or rounding of interpolated values, averaging of elevations within cells, or smoothing effects caused by re-sampling (Martz and Garbrecht,
1998; Tribe, 1991; Florinsky, 2002). The occurrence of artificial depressions is also
linked to the vertical and horizontal resolution of the original elevation data and the
variability of the landscape being modeled. For example, artificial depressions are
very common in low-relief areas (Martz and Garbrecht, 1998; Liang and Mackay,
2000), which can in part be attributed to the limited vertical accuracy of DEMs.
Real or natural depressions represent areas of natural storage or human modifications to the landscape. In certain geomorphological settings, such as in karst environments, these real depressions are very common. Real depressions, however, are much
less common than artificial ones and they may be almost absent in certain terrain types
of landscapes (Mark, 1984; Goodchild and Mark, 1987). This is because fluvial erosion processes do not normally produce such features. Exceptions are karst or recently
glaciated terrains, in which sinkholes, lakes and other natural depressions may be
abundant. Human structures, such as detention basins, are also real depressions and
can be very common in urbanized landscapes.
Without supplementary information or field investigation it is not possible to
determine with certainty using only the DEM whether a topographic depression is
artificial or real, although promising modeling approaches exist that can assist in distinguishing artificial from real depressions (Lindsay and Creed, 2006). Both artificial
and real depressions truncate flow and prevent the analysis of downstream flow paths.
Hydrologic models rely on some form of overland flow simulation to define drainage
courses and watershed structure (Garbrecht and Martz, 2000). To create a fully connected drainage network, water outflow for every DEM grid cell needs to be routed
to an outlet. A topographic depression prevents this, resulting in disconnected streamflow patterns and interior subwatersheds with no outlets. For some real depressions
this may in fact be a correct representation of the actual hydrology, but even most
real depressions ultimately overflow into a downstream hydrologic system. Due to the
undesirable effects resulting from the occurrence of depressions, most hydrological
modeling that employs DEMs has as its first step the identification and removal of
depressions.
One of the concerns in using lidar DEMs for hydrological analysis is the increase
in the number of depressions, many of which may be artificial. In the processing of raw
lidar data, the elevation points associated with vegetation and buildings are removed
to obtain a bare-earth DEM. Exactly how to best accomplish this cleaning and filtering
remains an area of active research (Sithole and Vosselman, 2004; Silván-Cárdenas and
Wang, 2006; Kobler et al., 2007; Biosca and Lerma, 2008; Meng et al., 2009). One of
the concerns in using lidar DEMs lies in the fact that the removal of vegetation and
buildings may introduce some additional noise and result in a large number of artificial
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depressions. While the occurrence of depressions in lidar DEMs has not received a
lot of attention, the existing research suggests that they are often characterized by a
very large number of relatively small and shallow depressions (Zandbergen, 2006).
It is not clear, however, if this increase in the number of depressions consists largely
of real or artificial depressions, or both. On the one hand, real depressions occur on
the landscape at many scales, and higher resolution DEMs may simply allow more of
these real depressions to become apparent in the data. On the other hand, the presence
of artificial depressions is a function of vertical error and spatial resolution. If both
vertical error and grid-cell size are reduced (as is the case for lidar-derived DEMs), it
is not a priori known whether this results in an increase or decrease in the occurrence
of artificial depressions.
Depression Removal
A number of depression removal techniques are available, including filling,
breaching, and a combination of approaches. Depression filling raises the elevation
of the cells in a DEM until the elevation of the lowest neighboring cell. This process
continues until the entire depression is removed. This approach to depression removal
effectively floods the depression until an outlet is reached and the depression “overflows.” The result is a filled DEM whose cell elevation values are either the same or
higher than the original DEM, never lower. Depression filling assumes all depressions
are caused by elevation underestimation. Depression filling has become by far the
most widely used approach, in part because of its relative simplicity. Several different
algorithms have been developed to fill depressions (Marks et al., 1984; O’Callaghan
and Mark, 1984; Jenson and Dominigue, 1988; Martz and Jong, 1988, Planchon and
Darboux, 2001). Depression filing can sometimes result in substantial modifications
of the original DEM (Hancock, 2009; Jenson and Domingue, 1988; Planchon and
Darboux, 2001; Wang and Liu, 2006), in particular in areas with very low relief.
Depression breaching lowers the elevations of the cells in a DEM along a breach
channel. This is analogous to creating a trench through the “dam” or obstacle in front of
the depressions (Lindsay and Creed, 2005a). The result is a breached DEM whose cell
elevation values are either the same or lower than the original DEM, never higher.
Several techniques have been established that combine filling and breaching into
a single approach. Constrained breaching (Martz and Garbrecht, 1999) limits the
breach channel length to a maximum of two grid cells, while all other depressions are
filled. The Impact Reduction Approach (Lindsay and Creed, 2005a) selects filling or
breaching depending on which method results in the least amount of modification of
the DEM.
Alternative methods have been developed to route flow through depressions without actually removing the depressions (Kenny et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2009). These
methods are very promising because they do not alter the elevation values of the DEM,
but they have not been widely tested or adopted in commonly available terrain analysis software.
Despite the existence of several alternative depression removal techniques, a better understanding of depressions is needed. Recent DEMs obtained using lidar and
related technologies allow for a more reliable representation of terrain variability,
including real depressions. The widely employed approach to remove depressions
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is therefore being challenged (Lindsay and Creed, 2006). It is widely expected that
DEMs based on lidar and related technologies will start to replace the commonly used
USGS 30-meter DEMs in the United States. These lidar DEMs will contain a very
large number of depressions, and a more rigorous characterization of these depressions
is therefore necessary.
DEM Accuracy and Error Propagation
In most analyses DEMs are used as error-free models of reality, even though the
existence of elevation uncertainty is widely recognized (Kumler, 1994; Carrara et al.,
1997). The effects of errors in a DEM for terrain analysis can be investigated using
analytical or numerical error propagation techniques. Numerical techniques usually
employ a Monte Carlo simulation. Monte Carlo simulation of random errors in DEMs
has been applied to feature extraction (Lee et al., 1992), flow-path direction (Veregin,
1997), automatic drainage basin delineation (Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2005), route
optimization (Ehlschlaeger, 1998), and a number of other terrain derivatives, such as
roughness, flow accumulation, curvature, and slope failure (Holmes et al., 2000).
One of the challenges in both analytical and numerical error propagation of DEMs
is the fact that errors in DEMs are spatially autocorrelated—i.e., errors are more likely
to be similar to surrounding error terms than error terms that are spatially distant. This
implies that a completely random error is not very realistic and several attempts have
been made to identify the “worst-case scenario” from the specified threshold autocorrelation value of the spatial autoregressive random process (Haining et al., 1983;
Hunter and Goodchild, 1997).
The effect of DEM accuracy is not well understood for all terrain derivatives,
in particular the more complex ones. Calculating terrain derivatives is a procedure
in which new variables describing the properties of the surface are computed from a
DEM. These derivatives are commonly divided into primary topographic attributes
(e.g., slope, aspect, curvature, and catchment area) and secondary topographic attributes (e.g., topographic wetness index and stream power index). Primary topographic
attributes are calculated directly from the elevation data or from one of its derivatives,
while secondary topographic attributes are calculated from two or more primary ones.
From this perspective, determining the presence of depressions is a primary topographic attribute. While this distinction is useful, from the perspective of understanding the effect of DEM accuracy, a more useful classification of terrain derivatives is
based on their spatial properties rather than their source of calculation. Derivatives
based on a fixed neighborhood can be considered as constrained, while derivatives
that are based on far-reaching spatial interactions can be considered as unconstrained.
Derivatives such as slope and aspect would be considered constrained, while derivatives such as catchment area and the presence of depressions would be considered
unconstrained. The behavior of constrained derivatives is fairly predictable inasmuch
as they are commonly determined by analyzing a 3 × 3 cell window around the cell for
which the derivative is calculated. This behavior can to some degree be described analytically. For unconstrained derivatives the behavior is much less predictable because
it may vary across multiple scales. This behavior requires empirical characterization.
Due to their complexity, the body of research on the effect of DEM accuracy on unconstrained terrain derivatives is not very extensive, but does include a characterization
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of watershed boundaries (Hancock, 2005; Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2005) and stream
networks (Wang and Yin, 1998; McMaster, 2002; Clarke and Burnett, 2003; Lindsay,
2006; Lindsay and Evans, 2008). Only one study (Lindsay and Creed, 2005b) has considered the effect of DEM accuracy on depressions, suggesting that the occurrence of
depressions is strongly influenced by the estimated vertical error in DEMs. The research
presented here builds upon the work by Lindsay and Creed (2005b) by expanding the
parameters used to characterize depressions and by developing more detailed explanations for the influence of DEM accuracy on the occurrence of depressions.
Oksanen and Sarjakoski (2005) determined that for unconstrained derivatives a
numerical error propagation technique using Monte Carlo simulation is more appropriate than an analytical technique. The basis for a numerical error propagation technique
using Monte Carlo simulation is that the original elevation data of the DEM is modified
repeatedly by a modeled error and the analysis of the terrain derivatives is calculated
from the modified data set. Statistical summaries are drawn from the stack of analysis
results based on the modified data set. The number of repetitions or realizations is set
either very high (e.g. 1,000) or is based on some type of convergence threshold.
The modeled error in numerical error propagation is usually a random error
based on the expected standard deviation of the vertical error in the DEM. The error
is modified using either an exponential (e.g., Holmes, et al., 2000) or Gaussian (e.g.,
Goovaerts, 1997) spatial autocorrelation model. Oksanen and Sarjakoski (2005) determined that the difference between the two models as applied to DEMs is very small
and that the range (or window size) of the spatial autocorrelation model is of more
influence. The range essentially defines the spatial extent of the spatial autocorrelation. This type of error propagation modeling assumes that the vertical error in a DEM
follows a distribution whose dispersion can be described meaningfully with a single
statistic, such as the standard deviation or the root mean square error (RMSE). Recent
research, however, is starting to indicate that the error distribution of a typical DEM
is characterized by a fairly large number of moderate and extreme outliers, which
limits the reliability of statistics such as standard deviation and RMSE to describe the
distribution (Oksanen and Sarjakoski, 2006; Zandbergen, 2008; Zandbergen, 2010).
Despite these recent findings, DEM error propagation modeling using the expected
standard deviation of the DEM vertical error distribution remains a meaningful way to
explore the potential effects of DEM accuracy while not fully capturing the influence
of outliers in the error distribution (Wechsler ad Kroll, 2006).
Research Objective
Despite the body of research on the effect of DEM accuracy on terrain derivatives, the effect on the occurrence of depressions has received very little attention and
is not well understood. Most research has assumed that the majority of depressions
or all of them are artificial, introduced by errors in the original data and/or the DEM
creation. Higher resolution lidar DEMs have been shown to contain a very large number of depressions. The purpose of this study, therefore, is to determine the effect of
DEM accuracy on the occurrence of depressions. A good characterization of depressions can provide insights into the best method for removing depressions in order
to make DEMs hydrologically correct prior to hydrological modeling. For example,
whether a very large depression is removed through filling or breaching is likely to
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have a substantial impact on flow routing. In addition, distinguishing real and artificial
depressions is important because real depressions contribute to natural storage in the
landscape, which plays in role in modeling rainfall–runoff relationships. In a typical
scenario where all depressions are removed through filling, it is implicitly assumed
there is no natural storage in the landscape. Identifying real depressions, therefore, can
contribute to a more robust hydrological model by characterizing natural storage.
In this study, stochastic depression modeling is used to determine the probability
of depressions occurring in the landscape as a function of the modeled DEM vertical
error. A case study is used to develop empirical relationships between DEM accuracy
and the number and size of depressions. The size of observed depressions is compared
to the stochastic modeling results to separate artificial from real depressions. While the
exact empirical findings will be specific to the general morphological characteristics
of the case-study area, the general patterns identified are expected to be applicable to
different regions.
METHODS
Data Sources and Study Area
A medium-resolution lidar DEM was obtained for the Middle Creek watershed
in Wake County, North Carolina. This study area was selected in part because of the
availability of a lidar DEM and a highly accurate fine-scale stream network. This study
area also represents a range of low to moderate slopes where many depressions are
likely to occur.
The lidar DEM was obtained from the North Carolina Flood Mapping Program.
The raw lidar data for this area was collected in 2002 and processing of the data was
completed in 2004. A 20-feet bare-earth DEM was created by the North Carolina Flood
Mapping Program—this is equivalent to 6.096 m but will be referred to as a 6-meter
DEM in the remainder of the article. Details on the collection, processing, and accuracy
assessment of the lidar data are provided in a series of Issue Papers produced by the
North Carolina Flood Mapping Program (2006); a brief summary follows. The original
lidar data were collected with a ground spacing of sampling points of approximately
3 m. To produce the bare-earth DEM a combination of manual and automated cleaning techniques was employed. These post-processing techniques included the use of
automated procedures to detect elevation changes that appeared unnatural to remove
buildings as well as the use of last returns to remove vegetation canopy. The accuracy
specifications for the collection of the lidar data report a vertical accuracy requirement
of 25 cm for all inland counties. Field testing of the vertical accuracy for Wake County
resulted in a vertical accuracy assessment of 13.2 cm (North Carolina Flood Mapping
Program, 2002). This estimate represents the RMSE of 125 surveyed checkpoints
across a range of land cover classes after 5% outliers were removed. The original accuracy assessment was completed for all of Wake County. The Middle Creek Watershed
falls almost completely within Wake County and both landform and land cover for the
rest of County are very similar to that of the study watershed. Therefore, the accuracy
assessment for Wake County can be considered a reliable estimate for the accuracy
of the lidar data used in this study. The 95% RMSE was adopted instead of the 100%
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Fig. 1. Location of Middle Creek Watershed and study area basins.

RMSE as the most reliable accuracy statistic in the North Carolina Floodplain Mapping
Program due to the non-normal distribution of observed errors, resulting in skewed
100% RMSE values (North Carolina Floodplain Mapping Program, 2001).
Individual tiles of the lidar DEM covering the Middle Creek watershed were
obtained and mosaiced together to form a single continuous DEM. This DEM was
processed using an automated stream and watershed delineation procedure to generate 103 subwatersheds. This procedure consisted of filling all depressions using the
Planchon and Darboux (2001) algorithm, followed by determining flow direction
using the D-8 method (Mark, 1984; O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984). Subwatersheds
and stream networks were delineated using a constant stream threshold of 0.016 km2,
which produced first-order streams closely approximating the stream network derived
by Wake County through photogrammetry.
The entire Middle Creek Watershed covers an area of 173 km2 with a total relief
of 98 meters and an average slope of 3.56 degrees. Figure 1 shows the location of the
Middle Creek Watershed as well of as the 103 subwatersheds.
Characterizing Depressions
The depression-filled lidar DEM was compared to the original lidar DEM to identify the outline of individual depressions. For each depression the number of cells,
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average depth, and maximum depth were determined. The depressions in the DEM
were characterized using descriptive statistics and cumulative distribution functions
of the number and surface area of depressions.
Error Propagation in Lidar DEM
The lidar DEM for the study area can be considered very accurate compared to
most other DEMs available. The 95% RMSE value for the vertical error for the Wake
County portion of the lidar DEM was determined to be 13.2 cm based on 125 field
observations (North Carolina Flood Mapping Program, 2002). The horizontal nominal
point spacing of approximately 3 meters used in the collection of the lidar elevation
points is also sufficient to justify a 6-meter horizontal resolution in the final DEM.
A vertical RMSE of 13.2 cm suggests that any depression with a maximum depth
of approximately that value is likely artificial. Therefore, an analysis of the depth of all
the depressions in the lidar DEM would assist in separating artificial from real depressions. This would, however, not be sufficient to fully determine the influence of vertical accuracy on the presence of depression. For that purpose a more rigorous technique
is necessary. The approach chosen here can be referred to as stochastic depression
modeling and is based on the methodology proposed by Lindsay and Creed (2005a). A
brief explanation is provided below.
The input into the analysis is the original lidar DEM. A random error field is added
to the elevation of each cell. The error field is a random realization of a Gaussian (i.e.,
normal) distribution with a standard deviation equal to the RMSE value. Elevation
errors are known to be spatially autocorrelated—i.e., errors are more likely to be similar to surrounding error terms than error terms that are spatially distant. To incorporate
this spatial autocorrelation, the initial stationary error field is filtered using a 15 × 15
cell Gausian filter and the resulting distribution is rescaled such that it has the specified
RMSE value. The rescaling is necessary because the Gaussian filter in effect lowers
the overall standard deviation of the error field. Once the random error field is added
to the DEM, the resulting depressions are identified. This process is then repeated in a
Monte Carlo simulation, thereby measuring the probability that a cell will be a depression. The stopping condition of the Monte Carlo simulation is based on convergence:
a threshold root mean square difference (RMSD) of 0.001 between probability images
is set. When the RMSD between two consecutive probability images in the simulation
falls below this threshold, a stable solution is considered to have been attained and the
simulation is ended. Continuing the simulation after convergence has been achieved
will not change the resulting probability image significantly.
The stochastic depression analysis was run with RMSE values of 3.0, 7.6, 15.2,
30.5, 61.0, 91.4, 152.4, and 304.8 cm for the entire original lidar DEM. The required
realizations for convergence using the 0.001 RMSD were 243, 248, 267, 264, 268,
281, 329, and 396, respectively. A depression probability grid was produced for each
RMSE value.
Characterizing Depression Probability
The depression probability grids were characterized in two ways. First, for
different probability levels between 0 and 1 the total extent of the depressions was
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determined to establish the relationship between predicted depression area and RMSE.
Second, a more detailed depression characterization was performed using the probability threshold of 0.50. Depression characteristics (number, size, and depth) were
then determined for each RMSE value and compared using descriptive statistics and
cumulative distribution functions.
For each observed depression in the lidar DEM, the mean and maximum depression probabilities were determined using a RMSE value of 15.2 cm. Depression surface
area and depth were then compared to depression probability to determine if specific
thresholds for depression size could be identified that would assist in the separation of
real and artificial depressions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The total area of the Middle Creek Watershed is 173 km2 and contains a total
of 34,421 depressions covering 4.49% of the watershed. The size distribution of the
depressions is heavily dominated by small depressions of only 1 or several cells. The
average depression size is 6.12 cells and the largest depression is 2,716 cells.
To illustrate the results of the stochastic depression analysis, Figure 2 shows
depression probability estimates for all RMSE values for a small illustrative example
site. This site includes some of the common types of depressions found in the study
area. There are two real depressions here, one consisting of a pond and one caused by
a road bank. The depression probability images for RMSE values of 3.0, 7.6, and 15.2
cm show very sharply defined depressions, corresponding very closely to the depressions observed in the original DEM. As the RMSE value increases, the outline of the
depressions becomes much fuzzier, corresponding to a broader range of probability
estimates.
The results in Figure 2 are illustrative of the rest of the study area. For low RMSE
values there is little ambiguity about the outline of the depressions—i.e., regardless
of what probability level is used, the resulting outline of the predicted depressions is
more or less the same. For high RMSE values, the outline of the predicted depressions
is very dependent on the probability level chosen.
Figure 3 shows these trends in a more quantitative manner. Probability levels of
0, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, and 1.0 were used to delineate predicted depressions for each RMSE
value. The total number of cells of the predicted depressions is plotted on a log scale.
The results reveal a number of meaningful patterns. For very low RMSE values the
total area of predicted depressions varies moderately with the probability level chosen.
For example, for an RMSE of 3.0 cm, the depression area is estimated at 250,093 cells
for a probability of 0.10, and at 183,459 cells for a probability of 0.90. This means that
under the assumption that the vertical RMSE in the DEM is 3.0 cm, the total depression area is likely to be at least 183,459 cells (or 3.94% of the watershed) and could be
as large as 250,093 cells (or 5.37% of the watershed). As the RMSE value increases,
this size range of the depression area estimates becomes much larger. For example,
for an RMSE value of 1.52 m, the depression area is likely to be at least 4,576 cells
(or 0.098% of the watershed) and could be as large as 2,286,571 (or 49.06% of the
watershed). It is clear from these numbers that this error magnitude would make a
depression analysis using these probability values very unrealistic.
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Fig. 2. Depression probability estimates for an illustrative example study area within the Middle
Creek Watershed.

While an RMSE estimate of 1.52 m is rather high considering the actual accuracy
of the lidar DEM, a closer comparison of the RMSE of the lidar DEM (approximately
15 cm) with a slightly larger error (30.5 and 61.0 cm) does provide useful insights into
the sensitivity in the occurrence of depressions to the vertical accuracy of the DEM.
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Fig. 3. Total depression area estimates as a function of RMSE and probability.

The predicted depression area estimates for a RMSE value of 15.2 cm range from
a low of 2.49% to a high of 8.02%; for an RMSE value of 30.5 cm these values are
1.53% and 11.58%, and for an RMSE value of 61.0 cm these values are 0.67% and
19.81%. These results clearly indicate how sensitive the occurrence of depressions is
to the vertical error in the DEM.
On the basis of the variability in the estimates of depression area, it would appear
that a vertical DEM error of 30 to 60 cm would be unacceptable for reliable depression
characterization of the study area using a 6-meter horizontal resolution. However, the
results using the actual RMSE value of approximately 15 cm still provide a fair amount
of variability in estimating the surface area of depressions (2.49% to 9.02%). Further
analysis of the predicted depressions uses a probability threshold of 0.50. Figure 3
shows how at a probability threshold of 0.50 the total area of predicted depressions
remains virtually unchanged between 3.0 and 61.0 cm, with a dramatic increase at
1.52 m and higher. This suggests that as the modeled vertical error increases, depression identification becomes very unreliable even without considering the full range of
probability values.
To further explore the effect of DEM error on the occurrence of depressions, the
size distribution of the depressions using a probability threshold of 0.50 was determined
for all RMSE values. Table 1 shows how the size distribution remains fairly similar
between 3.0 and 15.2 cm, but changes dramatically at higher RMSE values: fewer but
larger depressions. As the RMSE goes up, the dominance of the small depressions
becomes much less. This is to be expected because many of the single pixel depressions in the original lidar DEM are of very low depth; as the simulated error goes
up, the probability that these small and shallow depressions are real depressions goes
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Table 1. Predicted Depression Characteristics Using Stochastic Depression Modeling
with a Probability Threshold of 0.50
Depressions
(N)

Total area
(cells)

Min. size
(cells)

Avg. size
(cells)

Max. size
(cells)

Original

34,421

210,680

1

6.120

   2,716

3.0 cm RMSE

34,639

212,612

1

6.138

   2,734

37.795

7.6 cm RMSE

33,496

211,007

1

6.299

   2,737

38.089

15.2 cm RMSE

31,394

207,080

1

6.596

   2,763

39.520

30.5 cm RMSE

26,283

200,747

1

7.638

   2,740

46.409

61.0 cm RMSE

20,976

210,866

1

10.052

   4,273

68.411

91.4 cm RMSE

16,921

230,468

1

13.620

   6,239

113.887

152.8 cm RMSE

15,052

333,494

1

22.158

48,583

433.281

304.8 cm RMSE

7,440

514,897

1

69.216

105,805

1,500.247

DEM

SD size
(cells)
36.194

Fig. 4. Cumulative distribution function of the number of depressions for varying RMSE
values.

down. Similarly, small depressions in very close proximity to each other may become
part of a single larger depression as the RMSE value is increased.
These trends are shown in more detail in Figures 4 and 5—only the results for
selected RMSE values are shown to improve legibility. Figure 4 shows the cumulative
distribution function of the total number of depressions with increasing depression
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Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution function of depression area for varying RMSE values.

surface area (in number of cells) for different RMSE values. For example, in the original lidar DEM, approximately 56.6% of the total number of depressions consists of
single-cell depressions, whereas 99.0% are less than 100 cells. The distribution for an
RMSE value of 0.1 is virtually identical. The size distribution starts to change visibly
for an RMSE of 15.2 cm, and by 1.52 m the change has become quite dramatic. For an
RMSE of 1.52 m, 46.7% of the total number of predicted depressions are single-cell
depressions, whereas 97.1% is less than 100 cells.
Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution function of the total surface area of
the depression with increasing depression surface area (in number of cells) for different RMSE values. The differences among the distributions are more dramatic than in
Figure 4 because the larger depressions are weighted much more heavily. The strong
shift of the distribution to the right (note the log-scale of the depression surface area)
is a very clear indication of the increasing dominance of much larger depressions
with increasing RMSE values. Also note the horizontal jumps in the distribution functions, which are the result of very large individual depressions. Even for the moderate
RMSE value of 15.2 cm, the shift is quite noticeable, with depressions smaller than
100 cells accounting for 58.7% of the total depression area in the original DEM, but
only 55.6% for the DEM with a modeled error of 15.2 cm. For larger RMSE values,
the differences become much more dramatic. For example, depressions smaller than
100 cells account for 45.8% for the DEM with a modeled error or 61.0 and for 26.5%
for the DEM with a modeled error of 1.52 m.
The next step in the analysis is to explore the relationship between size of observed
depressions and predicted probability. It is expected that larger and deeper depressions
observed in the lidar DEM are more likely to be real than small and shallow ones, and
therefore should result in higher predicted probability values. Only the results for the
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Fig. 6. Probability distribution of observed depressions in lidar DEM based on stochastic depression modeling for different depression sizes (RMSE = 15.2 cm)

RMSE value of 15.2 cm are used because this approximates the true DEM error distribution. Figure 6 explores the effect of depression size. For each observed depression,
the minimum, maximum and mean predicted probability values are determined and
the cumulative distribution functions of these probability values are plotted for different depression sizes: 1, 2, 10, and 100 cells. For depressions of 1 cell, the minimum,
mean, and maximum probability value are logically the same, and therefore Figure 6A
only shows a single curve; for larger depressions different curves are shown for the
minimum, mean, and maximum probability.
For depressions consisting of only a single cell, the results in Figure 6A reveal a
broad range of values with many depressions having a low probability value: 19.6%
of single-cell depressions have a probability value of less then 0.50, while 25.7% have
a probability value of 0.90 or higher. For depressions consisting of two cells shown in
Figure 6B, a broad range is also observed, but the curve for the mean values is shifted
to the right compared to the curve for the single-cell depressions. Despite these higher
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average probability values, there are still many depressions with a low probability
value: 10.7% of two-cell depressions have an average probability value of less then
0.50, while 24.1% have an average probability value of 0.90 or higher. The curve for
the maximum probability value, however, is shifted much more to the right, and 22.7%
of two-cell depressions have a maximum probability value of 1.00. This initial comparison of single and two-cell depressions confirms the expected trend: larger observed
depressions correspond to higher predicted probability values. This trend continues for
larger depressions of 10 and 100 cells in Figures 6C and 6D, respectively: while the
range between minimum and maximum values widens, the general trend is toward
higher average probability values as noticed by the shift of the curves for mean values
toward the right. Despite this general trend, however, a number of larger depressions
with low average probability values continue to occur. For example, 2.3% of depressions of 10 cells have an average probability value of less then 0.50, while 25.6% of
depressions have an average probability value of 0.90 or higher. This suggests that a
small number of depressions is still likely to be artificial. For even larger depressions,
low average probability values are no longer observed: for depressions of 100 cells the
lowest average probability value is 0.68, while 93.4% of depressions have a maximum
probability of 1.00.
These results so far support the general idea to use a threshold based on the number
of cells to distinguish between artificial and real depressions. However, this requires
further empirical validation of the specific average or maximum predicted probability
value to be used.
In addition to looking at depression surface area, depression depth could potentially be used to try to distinguish between artificial and real depressions. Figure 7
shows the relationship between depths of the observed depressions with the predicted
probability values for those depressions. Mean depth is plotted versus mean probability and maximum depth is plotted versus maximum probability. Separate plots were
made for two depression size categories: small (10 cells or less) and large depressions
(larger than 10 cells). The first pattern that Figure 7 reveals is the very large number
of shallow depressions. In fact, 76.4% of all depressions in the lidar DEM are less
than 15 cm deep and 89.3% of all depressions in the lidar DEM are less than 30 cm
deep. Figure 7 also shows the expected strong association between depth and probability. With the exception of a few dozen outliers, all observations follow the expected
trend of low probability values for shallow depressions and high probability values for
deeper depressions. For example, there are only a handful of depressions with a mean
depth of more than 30 cm and a mean probability value of less than 0.90.
While Figure 7 confirms the expected general relationship between depression
depth and predicted probability, it also highlights the limitation of the use of depth to
try to distinguish artificial and real depressions. For example, using a somewhat arbitrary threshold of 15.2 cm (i.e., depressions with a mean or maximum depth less than
15.2 cm would be treated as artificial) would result in discarding a very large number
of both small and large depressions with a very high predicted probability value (p
> 0.90). This could result in a substantial underestimation of the surface area of real
depressions and depression storage capacity.
The results of the stochastic depression modeling indicate that the use of criteria
for surface area and depth to distinguish artificial and real depressions is not likely to
be very reliable. A few additional observations regarding artificial and real depressions
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Fig. 7. Relationships between depth of observed depressions in lidar DEM and probability of
depression occurrence based on stochastic depression modeling (RMSE = 15.2 cm).

are in order here. First, the study area contains a substantial number of known real
depressions. Many of these occur as natural or human-made ponds, and the lidar data
correctly captures these features as medium to large depressions (> 10 cells) that are
usually very shallow. However, the lidar DEM also contains a number of large known
artificial depressions. The most common of these are depressions formed upstream
of a road bank. In most cases the actual watercourse flows underneath the road bank
through a culvert or other structure, which is not captured in the lidar data. The result
is a large artificial depression that is sometimes relatively deep (1 m or more). In the
original lidar data provided by the North Carolina Flood Mapping Program, these
artifacts have been removed for most of the major roadways, but close inspection of
the lidar data reveals that a substantial number of these artifacts caused by minor roads
remain. Other studies on the reliability of lidar data have also reported on this issue
(e.g., Barber and Shortidge, 2004). As a result, the lidar DEM contains a number of
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errors that typically exceed the reported RMSE value for the DEM as a whole. This
relatively small number of large systematic errors in lidar data presents challenges to
error propagation modeling. When the stochastic depression model predicts a high
probability value for the presence of a depression, this high value is based on the
modeled DEM error distribution and does not take additional systematic errors into
account.
CONCLUSIONS
Medium-resolution lidar DEMs of excellent vertical accuracy and small grid
cell sizes contain a very large number of depressions. For the particular 6-meter lidar
DEM used in this study, the depression density was approximately 500 depressions per
square mile. Such high depression densities are to be expected for low-relief areas, but
are likely to be present in any DEM that is based on a very small spacing of original
elevation points with limited smoothing. A large portion of the depressions in highresolution DEMs are very small and very shallow (i.e., one or several pixels in size
with an average depth of less than a foot). This provides some indication that many of
these depressions are likely to be artificial, but this warrants further investigation.
It should be noted that the 6-meter lidar DEM used is considered a mediumresolution DEM, and higher resolution DEMs (as fine as 1 m or even smaller; e.g.,
Martin et al., 2008) are becoming more widely used. Results from this study suggest
that the noise effect may even be even greater in such high-resolution DEMs. Some of
the noise is likely due to the imperfect nature of the removal of vegetation and building
in the creation of the bare-earth DEM. Fine-tuning of these algorithms may reduce the
amount of noise in lidar DEMs.
Stochastic depression modeling of the lidar DEM was carried out using a Monte
Carlo simulation of a range of RMSE values for vertical error. As expected, the
reliability of the depression characterization decreases sharply with increased RMSE
values. A vertical DEM error of 30 to 60 cm would be unacceptable for reliable depression characterization of the study area using a 6-meter horizontal resolution.
The stochastic depression modeling also reveals that small and shallow depressions are more likely to be artificial than large and deep depressions. While this supports the notion that surface area and/or depth can be used to distinguish artificial
and real depressions, the identification of proper thresholds would require extensive
field validation. More importantly, the use of single threshold values for surface area,
mean depth, or maximum depth would likely result in many incorrect classifications.
Stochastic depression analysis combined with empirical field validation appears to be
a promising alternative.
Finally, stochastic error modeling of DEMs can be used as an effective way to
determine the reliability of complex unconstrained terrain derivatives such as topographic depressions. However, traditional stochastic approaches do not properly
account for large systematic errors common in medium-resolution lidar DEMs. As
lidar data become more widely used and the accuracy expectations for terrain derivatives increases as a result, a more rigorous characterization and/or removal of these
systematic errors will become necessary.
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